Background: The poor outcome of high-grade B-cell lymphoma, with rearrangements of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6, also known as double-hit lymphoma or triple-hit lymphoma (DHL or THL), has been well documented, while the clinical significance of extra copies of MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 are still less well known. Methods: In total, 130 cases of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified (DLBCL-NOS) were included in our study. Fluorescence in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry were performed in all cases to evaluate the genetic status and protein expression levels of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6. Results: Among the 130 cases of DLBCL, the prevalence rates of extra copies of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 were 10.8, 20.0 and 14.6%, respectively, and the corresponding rates of gene rearrangement were 10.0, 14.6 and 16.9%, respectively. In total, 7.7% (10/130) of patients were DHL/THL; 9.2% (12/130) of patients were DLBCL with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 gene abnormalities including rearrangements or extra copies, while excluded DHL/THL. The positive protein expression rates of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 were 46.9% (61), 75.4% (98) and 70.0% (91), respectively. Among the 51 cases with MYC/BCL2 co-expression, 14 cases showed concurrence of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 genetic abnormalities, and the remaining 37 cases were classified as double-expressor lymphoma (DEL). MYC and BCL2 rearrangement and BCL2 extra copies were all associated with upregulated protein expression. Cases with concurrence of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 genetic abnormalities were both associated with MYC/BCL2 co-expression. Patients with concurrence of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 genetic abnormalities excluded DHL/THL had shorter OS (P < 0.001) than patients with DLBCL with no genetic change, and showed no statistical different with patients with DHL/THL (P = 0.419). Extra copies of MYC was independent prognostic factors for DLBCL. Conclusions: Patients with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 gene extra copies might show a trend towards poor prognosis, and the detection of extra copies of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 might deserve more attention.
Background
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified (DLBCL-NOS) (hereinafter referred to as the "DLBCL") is by far the most common type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma worldwide, accounting for 30-40% of all lymphomas. DLBCL consists of a group of highly heterogeneous tumours with different clinicopathological characteristics, genetic alterations, responses to therapy and prognosis. The standard first-line therapy for patients with DLBCL is R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisone) chemotherapy, and approximately 65% of patients achieve a complete response (CR) [1] . Approximately 30-40% of patients still progress to relapsed/refractory disease, and it is important to accurately identify patients at high risk for relapse or lack of response to therapy. Several prognostic factors, such as the cell of origin (COO) and the International Prognostic Index (IPI), have already been identified. In addition, several key cytogenetic alterations and the abnormal expression of certain proteins have also been shown to affect the treatment response and clinical outcome of patients with DLBCL [2] [3] [4] .
Recently, MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements and protein expression levels were identified as prognostic factors in DLBCL, especially for MYC [4] [5] [6] . As the deregulation of MYC has both gene activating and repressing functions that can lead to many genetic abnormalities, such as mutations in TP53 [7] . The clinical significance of MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangement for patients with DLBCL has been well elucidated; these rearrangements promote highly aggressive clinical behaviour with resistance to standard chemotherapy and extremely poor outcomes [6, 8] . In 2016, the revised World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines for tumours of haematopoietic and lymphoid tissues classified this type of tumour in a new category named high-grade B-cell lymphoma with rearrangements of MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6, also called "double-hit" (DHL) or "triple-hit" lymphoma (THL) [9] . In total, approximately 7-10% of patients with DLBCL were classified as having DHL/THL. Among them, approximately 65% of patients were classified as having MYC/BCL2 type DHL; 14% had MYC/BCL6 type DHL; and the remaining 21% of patients had THL [10] . In addition, patients with MYC and BCL2 protein co-expression who did not harbour genetic alterations were defined as having "doubleexpressor" lymphoma (DEL), which accounted for approximately 19-34% of cases of DLBCL [5] . Previous studies showed that DEL was also associated with a poor outcome intermediate between those of DHL and DLBCL after treatment with R-CHOP [11] .
In addition to genetic translocations, multiple other mechanisms could also cause increased MYC protein expression in patients with DLBCL, such as copy number alterations. Extra copies of MYC were identified in approximately 2-20% of patients with DLBCL [6] . Green TM et al. [11] found that extra copies of MYC and BCL2 were both prognostic factors for DLBCL, while several studies showed discordant findings [12] . Up to now, the prognostic role of extra copies of MYC, BCL2 or BCL6, as well as the concurrence of MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 genetic abnormalities in DLBCL were still unclear. Hence, in our study, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and immunochemistry (IHC) were performed in 130 cases of DLBCL to evaluate the genetic status and protein expression levels of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6. Incidence and survival analyses were performed to evaluate the effects of extra copies of the three genes, and comparisons with DHL/THL and DEL were also conducted.
Materials and methods

Sample selection
All 130 patients with DLBCL-NOS diagnosed between 2014 and 2018 were selected from the Department of Pathology, Peking University First Hospital. All 130 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples were stored at room temperature, and the materials were sufficient and available. All tumours were reclassified according to the 2016 WHO classification system by two experienced haematopathologists and all tumours showed no EBV infection. All cases were further divided into the following five categories: (1) DHL/THL [9] , which was defined as DLBCL with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements per the classic definition; (2) atypical DHL/THL [13] , which included all DLBCLs with concurrent MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 gene abnormalities other than typical DHL/THL, with two subgroups, one with MYC rearrangement and BCL2 and/or BCL6 extra copies and one with MYC extra copies and BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangement/extra copies; (3) DEL, which was defined as those with MYC and BCL2 protein coexpression but not DHL/THL or atypical DHL/THL; and (4) conventional DLBCL, which was defined as DLBCL with no genetic alterations. The clinical information of all the patients was obtained by reviewing the records in the digital medical database; 92 patients had available clinical data, and 108 patients had complete follow-up data. The selection of therapy for these patients was determined by the physician, and the therapy included R-CHOP, R-CHOPE (R-CHOP and etoposide) and R-EPOCH (rituximab, etoposide, prednisone, vincristine, cyclophosphamide, and doxorubicin). In our study, R-CHOPE and R-EPOCH were classified as intensive chemotherapy. The probe signals for a monolayer of at least 200 tumour cell nuclei were counted per sample at X100 magnification, and genetic alterations were determined when they exceeded a 20% threshold in the number of nuclei [13] .
Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
IHC was performed on a total of 130 samples using the DAKO EnVison detection Kit (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Freshly cut 4-um FFPE sections were subjected to heat-induced antigen retrieval in EDTA buffer (PH = 9.0) for 2-3 min. A panel of primary antibodies was utilized in our study, including anti-CD10 (clone 56C6, 1:50, Novocastra), anti-BCL6 (clone PG-B6p, 1:40, Dako), anti-MUM1 (clone MUM1p, 1:50, Dako), anti-BCL2 (clone 124, 1:100, Dako), anti-C-MYC (clone EP121, 1:75, Zhongshan) and anti-P53 (DO-7, 1:100, Dako). IHC staining was performed with colour development carried out using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride.
According to the requirements and recommendations of the 2016 revised WHO classification system, the expression statuses of BCL2 and C-MYC were identified in all samples. Cutoff values of 50% for BCL-2 expression and 40% for C-MYC expression was used to identify DEL [9] . Germinal centre B-cell (GCB)/non-GCB types were grouped according to Han's algorithm [14] , which is based on immunostaining against CD10, BCL-6 and MUM1, using a cut-off of 30% for each antibody.
Statistical analysis
The relationships between genetic alterations and clinicopathological characteristics were analysed by chisquared tests or Fisher's exact tests. The clinical outcome was represented by overall survival (OS), which was defined as the period from the day of diagnosis to the day of death or the last follow-up. Estimates of OS were calculated via the Kaplan-Meier method, and the comparison of differences between the OS of the two groups was evaluated by the log-rank test. Univariate and multiple Cox regression models were used to determine the prognostic risk factors of DLBCL. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 20.0 software. All p-values in this study were 2-sided. In order to increased the statistical significance and forecasted the prognostic factors of DLBCL, a corrected P-value < 0.003 (0.05/17) by Bonferroni multiple testing corrections was considered significant in multiple Cox regression models, and other statistical analysis results considered significant with a p-value < 0.05.
Results
Protein expression levels and the incidence of extra gene copies and gene rearrangements
The 130 patients comprised 64 males and 66 females, with ages ranging from 2 to 86 years (median 60 years). In total, 50 of the 130 (38.5%) patients were diagnosed with GCB-type DLBCL, whereas 80 of the 130 (61.5%) patients were diagnosed with non-GCB-type DLBCL. All 130 samples subjected to FISH and IHC showed usable results. Extra copies of MYC were identified in 14 (10.8%) samples, including 13 (10.0%) with MYC gain and 1 (0.8%) with MYC amplification (Fig. 1a, b) . MYC translocation was shown in 13 (10.0%) samples; and the other 103 (79.2%) samples had normal MYC loci. Extra copies of BCL2 were identified in 26 (20.0%) samples, including 22 (16.9%) with gains and 4 (3.1%) with amplification ( Fig. 1d, e) ; 19 (14.6%) cases samples BCL2/IGH translocations. Among the samples with BCL2 genetic abnormalities, 3 (2.3%) showed the co-existence of extra BCL2 copies and BCL2 rearrangements (Fig. 1d, e) . The remaining 88 (67.7%) samples had a normal BCL2 status. Extra copies of BCL6 were identified in 19 (14.6%) samples, including 18 (13.8%) with gains and 1 (0.8%) with amplification ( Fig. 1g, h ); 22 (16.9%) samples had BCL6 rearrangements. Among the samples with BCL6 genetic abnormalities, 3 (2.3%) showed the co-existence of extra copies and rearrangements of BCL6. In addition, 92 (70.8%) samples had normal BCL6 genes.
DHL was identified in 8 (6.2%) samples, including 4 of MYC/BCL2 type DHL and 4 of MYC/BCL6 type DHL, while THL was identified in 2 (1.5%) samples. Seven (5.4%) patients were classified as having atypical DHL, and 5 (3.8%) patients were classified as having atypical THL. Among the patients with atypical DHL, 3 had extra copies of both MYC and BCL2, 1 had extra copies of both MYC and BCL6, 2 had extra copies of MYC and BCL2 rearrangement, and 1 had extra copies of MYC and the co-existence of extra copies and rearrangements of BCL2. Among the patients with atypical THL, 2 had extra copies of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6; 1 had extra copies of MYC and BCL2 and BCL6 rearrangement; 1 had MYC rearrangement and extra copies of both BCL2 and BCL6; and 1 had extra copies of both MYC and BCL6 and BCL2 extra copies and rearrangements.
At the protein level, the positive rates of the expression of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 were 46.9% (61/130), 75.4% (98/130) and 70.0% (91/130), respectively (Fig. 1c , f, i), and the positive rate of MYC/BCL2 co-expression was 39.2% (51/130). Among 51 patients with MYC/ BCL2 co-expression, 7 had DHL/THL, 7 had atypical DHL/THL, and the remaining 37 had DEL. DEL accounted for 34.3% of all DLBCLs other than DHL/ THL and atypical DHL/THL.
The relationships between extra copies of MYC, BCL2, and BCL6 and clinicopathological features Immunophenotype Table 1 summarizes the relationships between MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 genetic alterations and protein expression. Patients with DLBCL with MYC rearrangement (84.6%) more frequently showed MYC expression than patients with DLBCL with a normal MYC gene (40.8%) (P = 0.006), while patients with DLBCL with extra MYC copies (57.1%) had no difference in MYC expression compared to patients with normal MYC genes (P = 0.245). Patients with DLBCL with extra copies (92.3%) and rearrangement (94.7%) of BCL2 both more frequently expressed BCL2 than did patients with DLBCL with normal BCL2 genes (67.0%) (P = 0.011, P = 0.021). Patients with DLBCL with extra copies (68.4%) and rearrangement (86.4%) of BCL6 both showed no relationship with BCL6 expression compared to patients with DLBCL with normal BCL6 genes (67.4%) (P = 0.930, P = 0.115). Compared to patients with DLBCL with MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 rearrangements, those with DLBCL with extra copies of the three genes all tended towards lower rates of the expression of the corresponding protein, although no significant differences were found (P = 0.209, P > 0.999, P = 0.255, respectively).
Compared to patients with conventional DLBCL, patients with DHL/THL more often expressed the MYC protein (P = 0.016), and patients with DHL/THL and atypical DHL/THL both more often co-expressed MYC/ BCL2 (P = 0.049, P = 0.027). Patients with DHL/THL had a higher MYC/BCL2 co-expression rate (70%) than patients with atypical DHL/THL (58.3%), although no significant difference was found (P = 0.675). Compared to patients with DEL, patients with atypical DHL/THL less often expressed MYC and co-expressed MYC/BCL2 (P = 0.002, P <0.001).
Patients with genetic alterations of MYC, BCL2 or BCL6, DHL/THL, atypical DHL/THL or DEL all showed no difference with conventional DLBCL in COO. Compared to BCL2 rearrangement, DLBCL with extra copies of BCL2 more often had a non-GCB type. The positive expression rates of P53 in DHL/THL, atypical DHL/ THL and conventional DLBCL were 0% (0/9), 50.0% (5/10) and 17.4% (4/23), respectively.
Clinical features
In total, 92 patients had complete and available clinical information. In total, 52.2% (48/92) of patients accepted R-CHOP/R-CHOP-like therapy; 33.7% (31/92) of patients accepted intensive chemotherapy, 10.9% (10/92) of patients only underwent resection, and 3.3% (3/92) of patients did not accept any therapy. Among the atypical DHL/THL patients, the rate of CR in those treated with intensive chemotherapy was 75.0% (3/4), which was higher than the rate (33.3%, 2/6) in patients treated with R-CHOP; however, the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.524). Among the patients with DHL/ THL, the rate of CR (50%, 1/2) in patients treated with intensive chemotherapy was also higher than the rate (0%, 0/5) in patients treated with R-CHOP (P = 0.103).
The relationships between extra copies of genes and clinical features, as well as the clinical differences between atypical DHL/THL and DHL/THL or DEL, are shown in Table 2 . Extra copies of MYC were more frequently found in patients with B symptoms (P = 0.020). Patients with extra copies of BCL2 had more marrow involvement (P = 0.002). Extra copies of BCL6 were more often identified in male patients (P = 0.047). Patients with atypical DHL/THL more frequently had marrow involvement (P = 0.004). There were no clinical differences between patients with DHL/THL and atypical DHL/ THL or DEL.
Survival analysis
Prognostic role of extra copies of MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 and comparison with gene rearrangement
In total, 108 patients had available follow-up information, and the median follow-up duration was 19.6 months, ranging from 1 to 66 months. Overall, 22.2% (24/108) of patients died due to DLBCL progression, and 3 patients died for other reasons. A total of 19.6% of patients experienced recurrence. The survival analysis showed that patients with MYC extra copies and rearrangement both had shorter OS than patients with normal MYC genes (P < 0.001, P = 0.002, Fig. 2a) . Patients with BCL2 extra copies and rearrangement both had shorter OS than patients with normal BCL2 genes (P = 0.001, P = 0.025, Fig. 2b ). Patients with BCL6 rearrangement had shorter OS than patients with normal BCL2 (P = 0.009, Fig. 2c ), while there was no difference in OS between patients with BCL6 extra copies and patients with normal BCL6 genes (P = 0.406, Fig. 2c) .
Compared with the OS of patients with gene rearrangements, the OS of patients with extra MYC copies, extra BCL2 copies, and extra BCL6 copies all showed no significant differences (P = 0.797, P = 0.624, P = 0.160, respectively, Fig. 2a-c) .
Prognostic role of atypical DHL/THL and comparison with DHL/THL or DEL
Five out of seven patients with atypical DHL and 5/5 patients with atypical THL had available follow-up information. Sixty percent (3/5) of patients with atypical DHL died, with a median OS of 17.5 months, and 60% (3/5) of patients with atypical THL died, with a median OS of 16 months. The Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that patients with atypical DHL/THL and DHL/THL both had shorter OS times than patients with conventional DLBCL (P < 0.001, P < 0.001, Fig. 3a) . And the OS of patients with atypical DHL/THL was not different from that of patients with DHL/THL (P = 0.419, Fig. 3a) . Besides, patients with MYC/BCL2 type DHL, MYC/ BCL6 type DHL and MYC/BCL2 type atypical DHL all had shorter OS than patients with conventional DLBCL (P = 0.007, P < 0.001, and P < 0.001, respectively, Additional file 1: Figure S1 ).
Patients with DEL showed no statistical difference in OS compared to patients with conventional DLBCL (P = 0.738, Fig. 3b ). While patients with atypical DHL/ THL had a shorter OS than patients with DEL (P = 0.012, Fig. 3b ). Regarding treatment selection, both for patients with atypical DHL/THL and patients with DHL/THL, no difference was found in OS between those receiving R-CHOP and intensive chemotherapy (P = 0.240 and P = 0.350, Fig. 3c, d ).
Multivariate analysis
The variables used in Cox regression models were age, R-CHOP vs R-CHOPE & R-EPOCH, high IPI, bone marrow involvement, high Arbor stage, more than two extranodal sites involved, elevated LDH, MYC, BCL2 or BCL6 genetic changes (rearrangement or extra copies) and protein expression, DHL/THL, atypical DHL/THL and DEL. The results of univariate analysis showed that extra copies of MYC, MYC rearrangement, extra copies of BCL2, BCL6 rearrangement, atypical DHL/THL, and DHL/THL all had prognostic significance (P = 0.003, P = 0.015, P = 0.037, P = 0.039, P = 0.001 and P = 0.004, respectively; Table 3 ). The multivariate analysis indicated that only extra copies of MYC was independent prognostic factors for DLBCL (P = 0.002, Table 3 ).
Discussion
DHL/THL is a new type of large B-cell lymphoma that has a poor prognosis, and the importance of detecting MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 rearrangements and protein expression levels in routine clinical work has been acknowledged. However, little is known about the prognostic value of extra copies of these three genes, which might also be noteworthy in DLBCL. In this study, we performed cytogenetic analysis on patients with DLBCL and tried to investigate the prognostic significance of extra copies of these three genes; and we found that patients with atypical DHL/THL might show the potential for a poor outcome.
MYC rearrangement has been proven to be an indicator of poor prognosis in DLBCL in many studies [13, 15] . In patients with DHL/THL, the cooperation between BCL2-induced inhibition of apoptosis and MYC-induced genomic instability promotes oncogenesis and tumour progression. Similar to the results of previous studies, in our study, patients with rearrangements of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 all showed shorter OS than those with normal genes (Fig. 2a-c) . Several earlier studies also analysed the importance of extra copies of MYC and Table 2 The relationship between MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 genetic alteration and clinical features BCL2 in patients with DLBCL and showed conflicting results [12, 13, [16] [17] [18] . Quesada et al. [13] studied 663 patients with de novo DLBCL and found that 12% of patients had extra MYC copies, 16% of patients had extra BCL2 copies, and 13% of patients had extra BCL6 copies.
However, only patients with extra copies of MYC had a shorter OS. In the study by Lu et al. [16] , extra copies of MYC were found in 18 (7.5%) patients, and extra copies of BCL2 were found in 65 (27.1%) patients. Both extra copies of MYC and BCL2 were associated with a shorter OS. While other studies showed conflicting results, they found that extra copies of MYC had no relationship with a poor outcome [12] . In our study, extra copies of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 were found in 14 (10.8%), 26 (20.0%) and 19 (14.6%) patients, respectively. Similar to the results of previous studies, our results showed that extra MYC copies and extra BCL2 copies were both associated with a short OS (Fig. 2a, b ). Extra BCL6 copies had no prognostic significance. We further compared patients with extra gene copies with those with rearrangements, and no difference in OS was found (Fig. 2a-c) . Multivariable analyses also showed that extra copies of MYC was independent prognostic factors in patients with DLBCL, indicating the significant prognostic value of extra copies of MYC and BCL2 and suggesting that the detection of gene extra copies should be considered in patients with DLBCL. Previous studies also explored the definition and prognostic value of atypical DHL/THL [13, 16, 19] . Quesada et al. [13] defined double/triple extra copies lymphoma (DECL/TECL) as tumours with extra copies of MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 and tumours with extra MYC copies and concomitant rearrangements of BCL2 and/or BCL6. They found that patients with DECL/ TECL showed a similar poor clinical outcome as that of patients with DHL/THL. Li, S et al. [19] defined atypical DHL as all tumours with concurrent MYC and BCL2 abnormalities other than coexisting translocations, and patients with atypical DHL had similar clinical outcomes to patients with DHL. In our study, we expanded the definition of atypical DHL/THL to include all patients with concurrent MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 abnormalities except DHL/THL. Our study showed similar results to those of previous studies. Patients with atypical DHL/THL predicted poor outcome (Fig. 3a) . Furthermore, we compared atypical DHL/THL with DHL/THL, and we found that atypical DHL/THL showed similar prognostic value to DHL/THL, which was similar to the results of earlier studies [13, 16] . Patients with DEL had a poor prognosis, while in our study, patients with DEL had a similar OS to that of patients with conventional DLBCL (Fig. 3b ). This might be because patients with atypical DHL/THL were removed from DEL, and atypical DHL/THL was obviously more aggressive than DEL (Fig. 3b) .
Although the results of comparisons of different groups of patients indicated that atypical DHL/THL associated with inferior prognosis, while as the incidences of the extra copies of MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 were low, only 12 patients with atypical DHL/THL were included in our study, making our study exploratory rather than definitive, which suggested that patients with extra copies of MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 might showed a trend towards poor clinical outcome. Besides, half of patients with atypical DHL/THL showed P53 overexpression, while none of patients with DHL/THL showed P53 overexpression. And previous study showed that TP53 mutation was proved to be associated with MYC genetic abnormality and P53 overexpression was a predictor for poor clinical outcome [7, 20] , so P53 overexpression might also contribute to the inferior prognosis of atypical DHL/THL in our study. While the number of DHL/THL and atypical DHL/THL was limited, so larger cohorts were needed in future studies to verify the above results. A series of studies have tried to explore the relationship between MYC and/or BCL2 rearrangement and protein expression; patients with DLBCL with MYC or BCL2 rearrangement frequently express the corresponding proteins, and patients with DHL/THL often coexpress MYC/BCL2 [13, [21] [22] [23] . The frequency of rotein expression was higher than that of cytogenetic changes, and several patients with MYC and/or BCL2 rearrangement showed no protein expression. Our study showed similar results; patients with DLBCL with MYC or BCL2 rearrangements more often showed MYC or BCL2 protein expression. We also found that patients with DLBCL with extra copies of BCL2 more often expressed the BCL2 protein, and patients with atypical DHL/THL and DHL/THL co-expressed MYC/BCL2. Our results indicate that like gene rearrangement, extra copies of MYC and/or BCL2 could also lead to the upregulation of protein expression, while the frequency of protein expression in patients with DLBCL with extra copies of MYC and/or BCL2 was lower than that in patients with DLBCL with gene rearrangement, which was similar to the results of previous studies [13, 21] .
Several large retrospective studies have clearly shown that the treatment response to R-CHOP in patients with DHL/THL is suboptimal [24, 25] . Hence, intensified induction chemotherapy was explored as a means of improving the outcome of DHL/THL. To date, the addition of other intensive induction regimens to R-CHOP has been generally accepted as the intensive therapies available, including R-EPOCH and R-Hyper-CVAD. Compared with patients treated with R-CHOP, patients with DHL/THL treated with R-EPOCH had superior OS and event-free survival times [25, 26] . Quesada et al. [13] evaluated the function of intensive chemotherapy in patients with DECL/TECL, and the results showed that patients with DECL/TECL could also benefit from intensive chemotherapy. In our study, R-CHOPE and R-EPOCH were classified as intensive chemotherapy. We found no significant differences between R-CHOP and intensive chemotherapy in patients with DHL/THL or atypical DHL/THL (Fig. 3c,  d ). This might be because the number of patients with genetic alterations in our study was limited.
In summary, MYC and BCL2 rearrangements and extra BCL2 copies were associated with increased corresponding protein expression levels. DHL/THL and DLBCL with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 gene abnormalities while excluded DHL/THL (atypical DHL/THL) were both associated with MYC/BCL2 co-expression. Extra copies and rearrangements of MYC and BCL2 predicted poor clinical outcomes. Furthermore, extra copies of MYC were independent prognostic factors for DLBCL. Atypical DHL/THL as defined in this study were found in 12 patients, our results suggested that patients with MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 gene extra copies might show a trend towards poor prognosis, which require more attention in diagnosis and treatment. 
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